KABLOONA
on the sled, driving your team as if you had never left the box
from the time you started. Another thing. You must have
stopped behind the ridge, and there, out of regard for form, have
effected a transformation. Your sled must look shipshape when
you pull in — sled-cover smooth and tightly relashed; and you
yourself, your rough and practical boots stowed away and hand-
some impractical ones pulled on in their place, must drive in,
nonchalantly smoking a cigarette and looking neither to right
nor to left. Even when you are in, you must display no pleasure
at the sight of your friends, no impatience to shake their hands,
exchange smiles with them, call out to them. Your sled is sur-
rounded; friends are pushing it forward from behind while
others are leading your dogs on ahead; but you must wear a
sober and concentrated air. And once you have got down from
the sled, you must rush immediately over to your dogs and chain
them up, as if they were ferocious beasts, without appearing to
notice anyone. Then, when all this has been done, you may
turn round, lower your eyes like a modest conqueror, and con-
descend to smile and shake hands.
It was one of these spring arrivals that stirred up an efferves-
cence round the Post such as I had hitherto not seen. Two sleds
had been sighted and a third was said to have broken down
some distance way. In due time the visitors pulled in; and Utak
and Ohudlerk constituted themselves a committee of welcome
— Utak because ever since that murder he had been making a
special effort to display himself a genuinely helpful and sociable
fellow, and Ohudlerk for the simpler reason that he smelled
caribou and was lookingforward to a feast. They came and went',
saorted and puffed, guided the dogs and helped to unload; and
in a few minutes the whole transient population of Gjoa Haven,
surrounding the newcomers, had trooped into the Post and were
standing round like children at a party, grinning and chattering
and laughing. It is the custom that on their arrival at the Post
newcomers are always given a 'mug up* — generally a thick
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